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ABSTRACT
It is shown that the usual U(1)—anomaly for $ exists for any
supersywnetric (Q14) operator t, and that it is the value at the origin
of the Laplace transform of the supersymmetric partition function Z(t)(in contrast to the n-invariant which is the value at the origin ofthe Nellin transform of Z(t)). The known equality of the anomaly A,the flux • and the AS—index I for compact manifolds without boundariesis generalized to the case of Euclidean manifolds, where the fractionaldiscrepancy between A and I is shown to be a sum over zero—energyphase-shifts (of the Bobm-Aharonov type). The relationship between
the results for Euclidean manifolds and compact manifolds withboundaries is illustrated by using as an example the 2—dimensional
Dirac operator.
‘Report on work done in collaboration with R. Musto and A. Wip,
P. Forgacz(2), p. Ilorvathy(3), and J. Alberty, presented at the
Annual Conference on Differential Geometry in Physics, Klausthal,
August 1986
1. Introduction
Let p1. .2n be the (hermitian) Dime matricei in .
dimensions, y’iy1T2. 2fl the generalization of Dirac’. T5 (T2”l)
$“+ the 2n-dimensional Dirac operator, and M(O)’mexp(2iSy) Iiezconstant, the chirally covariant mass. Then it is veil—known
that on compact manifolds without boundaries there is an equality
(1.1)
between the flux •, the anomaly A, and the Atiyah—Singer (AS) index I,
defined diversely as
•“IdVc F F ...F ,whereF •A—A (1.2)j cx(3yd.. .pv a y6 pu pv p v w
and V is the 2n—dimensional volume,
- A
— Lin A(m2) where A(m2) Lndet($+iM), (1.3)
and I. ) where n is the number egenstates of $ with zero
eigenvalue an y=±1. It is also known(0J(T1 (indeed has been pre—
viously(8)reported at these conferences) that for compact manifolds
with boundaries, the equality (1.1) generalizes to
• A I+n(Q) , (i.k)
where n(s), called the -invarient,iS a contribution from the boundary.
The purpose of the present talk is to present a different gen
eralization of (1.1), namely to (non-compact) Euclidean manifolds, in
which case the formula (1.1) generalizes to
• A = I + (n—n) + (6—6_), (1.5)
where are sums over the zero-energy phase—shifts for scattering by
the Ramiltonians R = <l±r)$2, and to consider the relationship be
tween (1.3) and (i.k). In passing, we shall ahoy that all these con
siderations apply not merely to $ but to any supersyI!etriC
Hsmiltonie.n, and that A(m2) is actually (m2 tines) the Laplace
transform of the supersyinmetric partition function z(t).
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2. The Bupereymmetric Anonaly and Its Relationship to the Partition one sees that A(m2) say also be written as
• tio••.•
It is wU-knovn:that the properties of the Dirac operator+1m) A(ia?)
— a2
discussed inthe Introduction are consequences of the fact’tbat and J dt etZ(t) (‘if” dy eZ(), (2.6)
N are a scalar and vector respectively vith respect to rigid chira]. ° 0
transformatiOlls i.e.
where Z(t) is the supersyametric partition function, .defined as
$, K(e+), where •constant. (23) A2 —il tZ(t) • tr e tr(e — — e + ) II AA (2.1)
But since for $, this is equivalent to the statement that $ sad y
anti—cöute, the same vifl hold for any self—adjoint operator A that Thus A(m2)/zn is the Laplace transform of z(t), and, in particular,
antj..ccutea with y i.e. any A of the form A’A(O)—Z(”) i.e. the anomaly is just the large t (lowenergy) limit
of the supersymetric partition function.
3. The Formula A—I—i for Compact Manifolds without Boundaries1 Ii 0 1
—
A (A ) [:
_1J, (2.2)tA+ 0 From the working definition of A(m2) it is also easy to obtain
the equality A—I of the Introduction for compact manifolds without
in the basis in which v is diagonal, and since (2.2) is just the def— boundary. The point is that for such manifolds the spectra of A; and
initios of a supersyametric operat.or(9) one sees that the properties are discrete, and since
win hold for any aup.rsyetric operator. In particular if A are
first—order differential operators A wili be a quantum-mechanical (4)
(AA)f— Af (A&.)g — Ag, where g Af. (3.1)
supersyametric operator so for any QM soperator A one may define the non-zero parts of the spectra are equal. Thus only the zero
an ancaaly, an index, a scattering phase—shift for II A A and an eigenvalues of AA contribute to A(s2) in (2.1) and one sees by
,—invariant, and obtain the results (1.i)(L)(L5) inspection that A(m2)—n—n”I where n are the multiplicities. Note
Let us consider, in particular, the anomaly for A, defined as 2that for these manifolds the result is actually true for all a i.e.
A(s2)
— —
tr(A+M) (2.3) A(m2) is independent of in2 (and z(t) is independent of t) so the limit
m-’O is not necessary.
Since aN/ae—2114y and MA+AN is zero, this expression reduces to
The combination of A—I and the general result A• implies, of
course, that ,—i, and it may be of interest to verity this directly
for a simple case, namely the (axisyzmnetric) Dirac operator on the
iA+M’ 2
______
______
in 2—sphere 2’ Using stereographic coordinates
(p,,) where p—tan 6/2
A(s2) — tr( 2 + )(Ny) try( 2 + — tr( —i--A +14 14 A +14 14 1* +m and (o,,) are the polar angles, and the gauge A0, the Dirac
2 2 operator on 2 may be written in the form (2.2) vitha in
trj2
— 2 (2.Io)
a +A_A a +AA A D+i:D. — e[c3 + where —; and v’+ f, —A,—m—(p),C . pp
Indeed (2.h) say be regarded as a working definition of A(m2) (3.2)
By using the working definition it is easy to relate A(m) to the •(p) being the flux through the ‘cap’ of rim p.
supersymeetrie partition function. For it one uses the identity For this operator the index equation A’O reduces to
— f dt e_t(m2), (2.5) 3tn(c3 + .)4i — 0, or — —cu, (3.3)P PC
3
or the components •, where the inner—product for 2-spinorn of rank
• — 0, 1/2, 1,... is Constructed with the measure (1+p2)21)
n the usual. manner. Without even solving the equation one sees
rom the moasure that Square—integrebility at 00 (vhér p—0, and
because •(o).o) and at e— (where p—. and u”m— where • is the
;otel flux) require that cm’-½ end c(r)c—2s+½ respectively,
Lnd hence, since r and • are integers, the necessary and 5ufficient
ondjtion for square—integrability n 82 is 0ccm<e4—2s. Thus
—cI-21+l, n_CO and the AS—indexI5Ic(n_n_) is —c(2s—l). In partic—
as required. As a bonus one sees that the contributions
o I cone from the angular momenta m such that ImI<II and sgn m=sgn •.
.t ray also be of interest to mention that the case n—i occurs naturally
.n a. completely different physical context, namely in the theory of
onopoie vhere the index •i_2jq.l is just the
iumber of negative modes of a monopole of charge q.
Generalized Levinson Theorem
A generalization of the formula A—i for the cane of continuous
ipectra. of may be obtained from the working definition (2.11)
,t A(m2) by writing
— (n—n) + J(_—)cdP:(t)_d_(c)): where
(14.1)
I.e. where pk) are the spectral measures for the continuum part of
.
At first sight the measures in (11.1) do not seem to have a direct
physical interpretation (like the interpretation of n as bound states
of n) but it turns out that they do indeed have such an interpretation,
namely as scattering phase—shifts, at least in the case that can be
Interpreted as scattering Hamiltonians. In fact, for scattering
Hamiltonisfls one has
— (n_nj+(a_O)a fl-fl_ +. Zj3(t)(O—a’),
“here t(c) are the phase—shifts for scattering by at angular
momentum t, and (t) is just a weight—factor such as (2141). The
formula (11.2) is actually a special case of a general formula which
relates spectral measures to phase-shifts, namely
u(c) — p(c) a Zn1 8(c—c.2) + 1
where p(e) is the density for the free lismiltonian and (n1,i) are
the aultip].icities and energies of the bound states, This formula
is evidently a generalization of tevinson’s theorem and it shows
that the phase-shifts are just the spectral densities, which
evidently play the role of muitiplicities for the continuum states.
A direct proof of (11.3) is given in ref. 1 and an indirect but ultra—
rigorous proof is given in ref. 12. A simple intuitive feeling for
the result may be obtained by considering the Schrodinger equation and
its derivative with respect to energy,
1!,
—€4 +, where “ t and 4,..cos(kr+6), r’ (11.11)
(for a given angular momentum) and constructing the space-integral of
the Wronskian. One obtainsU3) in this way the identity
+ R(c) Jdfl(. s’— 4’) — Jr(4.4_4’4’) Jay•2(x)(e)r r £ (15)
where R is a remainder that contributes only to the.free case and at
taO, and since with the normalization of 4’ given in (11.11) the
quantity.p(t) is the spectral measure p(c) (rodulo R(c)) one sees hov
(c) is related to p(c).
5. GeneralizatIon or A—(n—n) to Euclidean Manifolds
Once the relationship between the spectral measures and the
phase—shifts is established, the generalization of the formula A—I to
Euclidean manifolds (or to any manifolds, such as asymptotically
Euclldeen manifolds, that admit phase—shifts) is trivial. Indeed
from (11.2) one has
A(m2)1t(n_n_)+ J(___)da(c) where
n 4t
and in particular
A A(O)’.(n—n)+ da(O) (—)+ i
(5.1)
(5.2)
where o(O) denotes the jump in o(c) at zero—energy i.e. the sum of
the zero energy phase—shifts. Note that, n contrast to the compact
case, it was necessary to take the limit in-eQ to obtain (5.2). (Note
also that, in contrast to the conventional single—state distributions
(f,u(c)f) the distributions u(c) can have non—integer (and right—
handed)discontinUitieS because the trace is an infinite sum).
As before A and (5.2) together inply that1.
(14.3)
one easily sees that the limit is just
• (nt—n) +
and it may be of interest to rerity this directly for the 2—dimensional
Dirac operator. Since theE2-opera.tor is the same as on S except that
the measure is pdp instead of (l+p ) • pap the number of bound
states (n—n_) can be inferred from the 2 reaulti and is just the
number minus 2(5-1). In particular for S’l/2 the index drops by
one unit, and this is easily seen to correspond to the fact that the
atn./aimp — V *ave—function is no longer square—intega-able for
.i<vcO. However, in compensation, the condition —l<<O is just the
one given in the Appendix for the wave—function to have the maverick
phase—shift —f/2 (instead of the generic fw/2) where f is the
Cra.ctional part of . Hence for this vave—function • loses one unit
in (n—a) t gains a fractional part (6_6_)’cfw from this state
and thus satisfies (5.3).
The formula (5.3) is remarkable in that it incorporates (for
this special case) three veil—known theorems which, a priori, would
appear to be unrelated, namely, (i) the Atiyah—Singer theorem (re
covered when f—i) (ii) the Levinson theorem (recovered when •O), and
(iii) the (supersymmetric) BohmAharonov theorem (recovered when
— 0). It should be mentioned that fiu1a (5.3) was found
independently by some other authors also.
6. The n—Invariant
Tb. eiation.hip between Euclidean manifolds (E) and compact
manifolds with boundaries (B) is somewhat obscured by the fact that
the latter are usually discussed in terms of the so-called n-invariant
rather than A(m2) or Z(t), and hence before going on to the
B-B relationship, one should first consider q. This invariant differs
from ACm2) in two ways, namely it is the Hellin, rather than the
Laplace, transform of a partition function (t), and z(t) is
z(t)—Z(—) rather than z(t). (Note that(t) can be obtained from Z(t)
by changing the measure i(c),which.was normalized so that p(a.)11(_cI.)0,
to the measure p(c), which is normalized so that p(O)=p(_u) i.e. by
letting jj(c)0(c)(i(c)—p(”)]). In other words the a—invariant is
defined as
s(s) j’.’ tt), s>O, where Z(t)’Z(t)—Z().
Note that the integral converges, for small s at least, and that a(s)
can be defined for any partition function z(t) and thus, in itself,
has nothing to do with boundaries. The main interest in n(s) is its
limit as s.0, and by separating the range of integration into O<t<A
(5,3)
n(o)
— .(—) Z(’.) — z(o). (6.2)
On the other hand, from the definition of Z(o) it is easy to see that
Z(O)’n+n and hence
n(O) Z(—) — (n—n). (6.3)
Thus n(O) is just the fractional part of anomaly. Thus it cor
responds to the phase-shift contribution for E-manifolds, and, as can
be seen in ref. 6, to the boundary contribution for B—manifolds.
One can make contact with the original exampie of APS, in
which the operator in (.2.2) is given by on the range p>O,
with boundary conditions •(o)’O and (O)’—i4(O) respectively,
where w is any positive eigenvalue of the x—independent operator B
(and • are interchanged for ucO), by noting that the scatterng2t s
(for wSO) are •sinkx and • .sin(kx-eiS), where tandk/w and k c —u
Hence by the generalized Levinson theorem one baa
— tan , Z(t) r eW)t 2 Er(u/E), (6.k)(0 (k+)
where Er denotes the error function (which vanishes at infinity).
1. Boundary Conditions for B—Manifolds
As already mentioned, the essential difference between
Euclidean (B) manifolds, and compact manifolds with boundaries (B),
lies not in the use of the n—invariant for the latter, but in the
boundary conditions. Hence to compare the two cases we shell restrict
our considerations to those B-manifolds that are embedded in B-manifolds,
in particular the interiors of spheres psa in B where p is the
radial variable. Following Al’S we shall also restrict our attention to
supersymmetric operators such that
—
B(p), (7.1)
where B(p) is a hermitian operator, non-singular on p5a, and where,
for simplicity, we have used the measure dp, with respect to which
ap is anti—hermitian, so that A are hernitian conjugates. The
simplest examples for B(p) are B(p)’B and B(p)B/p, where B is
constant, the first being the Al’S example already considered in
section 6, and the second being obtained from the .2—dimensional Dirac
operator of section 3 by renormalizing the wave-functions • with
factors p12 and p”2e’ respectively (for p>O) and setting B.
0
(6.1)
and Act<— where O<A<l, and making the transformation t-y=t5 in O<t<.
nsltian conjugate) it ii neif—adjoint on p<a only if the £ are
tuafly a&joint, end it is easy to see, using partial integation,
at this viii be true if, end only it,
0, (1.2)
crc • are the y”±i components of the vave—function. There are
ny to satisfy (1.2) but the way chosen by Al’S is to let ta
note the (d.iscrete—non—zero) eigenva.lues of B(a) and to let
for w>0, end $_(a)’0 for w<0. (7.3)
te that since is a . and A$ is a these conditions imply
for w>0, and ()“o for wC0,
d that these conditions, together with (1.3), imply the self—
jointuese of
Comparison of E end B Manifolds
In order to compare end B manifolds in the simplest way poe—
ble let us restrict ourselves to the case of the 2—dimensional Dirac
‘erator with B0 for p<a end B0 for p>a>0 so that there is a
Ltural (Bobm-Aharonov type) boundary at pa. Then we may compare
F and B cases by comparing the Al’S boundary conditions of the
vious section with the boundary conditions at a which are induced
the usualL2—conditions on the whole 2—space Ocpc... For con—
nience we shall write the common Dirac operator in the form
— a+ 2a (8.1)p •p pp
liars, in order to k. cont&et with conventional Bessel functions, we
eve reverted to the measure odp. Indeed from (8.1) it 1. clear that
he y±l components (f,g aar) of the wave—function satisfying
viii be Bessel functions of argument ko and order v+l and v
espectively. Furthermore, in the Euclidean case they will
xtrapolate, for small k to the solutions that go like p V and
01v1 at the origin (where v-’m). Using these conditions and the APS
boundary conditions (7.3)(7.1) one may construct the foiloviug
comparison table:
Mfld m’O: (w>O) m(—l n>O: (w<O)
t(a)’O ((s— )g]’0 re:— g(e)—0
B
Tf(a)’— Yg(a)E1) Y(a)’9J
n n4-lt(O>...,m+l g(0)_pm t(0)-p
v+lE f(a)-(ka) g(a>—(ka)” f(a)’..(ka)’ g(a)”(ka)’
y1(a)v+l ‘rg(a)”v rf(a).-.u g(a)vvi+l
In the, table the symbol “- denotes equality up to order k2, n”—(m+i)
and p”-(v+l) have been introduced to exhibit the nynisetry between the
Al’S-sectors w 0, where w’u+1/2,and it is easily verified that m0
and m.-l are equivalent to w 0. It is assumed that the flux is a
proper fraction (0<1.1<1) since the integer part can always be ab
sorbed in m.
From the table it is evident that the E and B conditions at pa
are not the same but that they become the same for k.O (even for
y(a)”, in the sense that 4’(o)O and •(ka)0 become the same). In
particular the maverick case —lcy<O which produces the fractional part
of the anomaly (as discussed in the Appendix) is the sane for the E
and B manifolds.
Appendix: Relationship between Phase-Shift end Boundary Condition
The relationship between the phase—shift end the boundary
conditions for H L.was quoted in the text, and is a special case
of the relationship for any radial Schrodinger equation
11+ t—d+V(p)1$(p) k2$(o), Lirn V(p) —
i.e. for any radial Hamiltonian. Since any scattered solution 4’(p)
of (A.l) may be written as
ik
where ,(p)+—--, 2cd—l, as p- (A.2)
Although the operator t in (7.1) is hermitian (since are
0
p p
p p
0
— ÷(V+l)2
2 p p
0
0
2’
—
+
p p2
(A.l)
9 /0
viez. •Cp) is the solution with ‘canonical’ umptote and 6 is the
phus—sbift,.one see. at Once that the relationship between the
pbu.-htft end boundary conditions at pa is
a6p(a)+eid(a)
e26
a •(a)+e(a)
vhere T(a)
•(a) (A.3)
end a minus sign is dropped since 6 is defined only modulo s. In
particuler, it ‘y(a) is real (as is usual for regularity at the origin)
then 6 is Just the phase of the quantity ‘(a)+(e)—+’ (a), For cx—
maple, for the PS model of sections 6, 7, the ‘canonical’ solution
,(p) is Just exp(ikp) itself and thus, in general,
,216 — ,2ila (Y(5ik)
In particular, for the APS boundary condition y(O)—w one has
(A.k)
as before.
Our main interest here, horever, is the 2-dimensional Dirac model
ot section 8 for which, according to (8.1), (A.l) reduces to the Be8sel
equation of order Av+l or ‘.. Prom the standard asymptotic properties
of Bessel functions
—it,’
•(P) — e
2 j() —
it is easy to see that the combination
it,’ vi.
e2 J_,’(kp) - (2esinJA)(kp)_112 ikp
(A.5)
is the solution with canonical asymptote, and, by using the identity
it is then easy to see that the quantity y+-•’ at pa
is •
e
2 [(A)J(ka)+kJ(k)] 2
(A.6)
For general k the phase of (A.6) is quite complicated, but for the
limit of interest k’O it simplifies because .7,’(ka)(ka)’ and one
term in (A.6) always dominates. In tact, it is easy to see that unless
y2’A<l end <O i.e. unless y2”1 end —l<yCO, the phase—shift is
according as A0. In other words the generic phase—shift is
the exceptional case —1’Cy<O the coefficient of the leading
term vanishes and (it it vanishes to order k2) the phase—shift just
reverses to - . Thus the maverick (non-generic) phase-shift
ZJ2J. occurs only for the narrow range -1Cy40 arid
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